AGH 2020 Installations:

1. **Unity** by Kristin Crockett, 5 Birch Rd., Wenham

2. **Now You See It – Now You Don’t!** by Jane Bowers, 132 Main St., Wenham (This installation sponsored by Aime and Catherine Card.)

3. **Dragonfly, Llama, Human** by Michael Kilburn, 11 Friend Ct., Wenham

4. **Dragonfly Forest** by Tracey Westgate, 385 Lake Dr., South Hamilton

5. **A Garden of Anything, or Anything Goes** by Cindy Purdy, 194 Lake Drive, Hamilton

6. **Starry Night over Asbury Grove** by Susan Henderson, 6 Pleasant Ave., South Hamilton

7. **Batik Chic Part 2** by Tasha Jose, 32 Garfield Avenue, South Hamilton

8. **Put a Lid On It** by the Merrill Family, 85 Union St., Hamilton

9. **String Flowers**, Riley Sullivan, 74 Union St., Hamilton, MA

10. **TBA**, Shawn Farrell, 15 Hamilton Ave., South Hamilton

11. **Dragonfly** by Timothy Neill, 15 Rust Street, Hamilton

12. **Cyclone** by Kristin Procter and Addi Ruffell, 18 Homestead Circ., S. Hamilton

13. **Air on a Tree String** by Laura Studley, 23 Meyer Road, Hamilton

14. **Color Theory** by Patti Roka, 90 Gardner St., Hamilton

---

A Wenham Museum Community Art Project

132 Main St. • Wenham, MA 01984 • 978-468-2377
https://www.wenhammuseum.org/agh/
Art Grows Here and the Wenham Museum

Art Grows Here is an annual, 10-day, map-guided tour of outdoor art installations through Hamilton and Wenham, MA - we're currently celebrating our 11th year!

AGH began as a collaborative project started by a group of artist friends who wanted to encourage people to walk around their neighborhoods and see the creative spirit that flowed through the community. It was an all-volunteer effort, supported in large part by one local business, Parelli Optical (which still provides support to AGH), and occasional grants from the Local Cultural Councils and the Rotary Club.

In 2015 the Wenham Museum’s Curator, Jane Bowers, suggested a collaboration between AGH and the museum in celebration of a contemporary art exhibit then on display in the museum’s galleries. That collaboration was a great success, and Bowers decided to continue volunteering for AGH; with the encouragement of the museum’s Director, she spent some of her work hours on the project every year.

Eventually, with changes to the AGH volunteer roster, and the museum expanding its community outreach efforts, it was proposed that the museum formally take over the administration of AGH to ensure that this beloved community art project continues, no matter who the next curator or group of volunteers is: AGH will always have a home at the Wenham Museum!

The museum thanks the founders of AGH for their efforts in creating a wonderful tradition in just a few years - we often hear from members of the community that it’s a favorite event. In a very short time it has become a beloved, local tradition, and now that its home is at the Wenham Museum it is assured that it will continue well into the future.

If you want to support the Wenham Museum in all of its efforts, please consider making a tax-deductible contribution, or becoming a member. Go to https://www.wenhammuseum.org/donate/ to learn how you can keep projects like AGH - and our education and exhibitions programs - thriving!
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